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PanAm Games’ traffic drones on in Toronto
Well, if you reside anywhere in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) it
has been quite difficult to remain unaffected by Toronto playing host to the PanAm Games.
With such an undertaking, one can only imagine the amount
of organization required and concessions made by its populace. The most daunting alteration to the city’s infrastructure
has clearly been the implementation of HOV (high occupancy
vehicle) driving lanes on some of this city’s (and country’s)
busiest highways.
With so much more time to contemplate things of no significance while commuting around the city, it crossed my mind –
what type of electronic devices might be being used as a result
of these newly imposed daily inconveniences of grid-lock.
Well, as it turns out York Regional Police have been equipped
with an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to help shorten the
process of investigating automobile collisions and get traffic
moving again promptly after a crash. Roads are closed for a
significant amount of time after a collision because of the
traditional ‘detailed electronic mapping process’ of a scene,
according to the police. Using a drone to capture aerial images
reduces road closure time by eight to 10 hours.
“The U.A.V. is a welcome addition to our investigative tool
box,” said chief of police, Eric Jolliffe, in a press release.
The Aeryon Sky Ranger UAV was purchased for $125,000 from
Waterloo-based Aeryon Labs Inc. The majority of that cost is

for the camera equipment that’s on board. The U.A.V. is flown
by a tablet computer and carries cameras and forward-looking
infrared technology. Two operators must be present to safely
fly the drone. The propeller-driven aircraft weighs only 2.4 kilograms and can fly for up to 50-minutes at a time. The drone can
withstand winds up to 90km/h and temperatures from -30C to
50C. Police have also used the drone for security sweeps in Pan
Am venues, looking for any suspicious packages and explore
rooftops of buildings.
Unfortunately for techie/sporting fans attending the game,
Police stated that they will crack down on anyone flying a
camera-toting drone over Pan Am soccer games, despite the
growing popularity of the stadium stunt. Canada’s unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) rules are evolving — particularly for small
drone hobbyists, who can expect stricter regulations to replace
unenforceable federal guidelines in 2016.
My objective here has been to try and put a positive spin on
a challenging situation. So, not to drone on about GTA traffic
challenges, but things should resume back to normal at the
conclusion of the PanAm Games – just in time for Labour Day
and the resumption of ‘normal’ (crazy) patterns.
Stephen Law, Editor
slaw@ept.ca
@EPTmagazine
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Digi-Key announces top leadership transition
Mark Larson hands over the reins to Dave Doherty

Global electronic components distributor Digi-Key Electronics Corp.,
Thief River Falls MN, leading global electronic component distributor,
announced that its long-time president and chief operating officer, Mark
Larson, will hand over the reins to Dave Doherty, the company’s current
executive vice president of operations. After a successful 39 year run,
Larson will join Founder Ron Stordahl in a board-level role as vice chairman where he will serve as a company advisor.
Dave Doherty will fill Larson’s former role of president and COO, reportMark Larson
ing to Stordahl. The transition will be effective July 1, 2015. Since
joining Digi-Key in 1976 Larson has led the company from $800,000 to $1,760,000,000 in
annual global sales revenue, and from 14 employees based in Thief River Falls to more than
3,400 employees globally.
An industry icon, Larson was inducted in the IDEA Hall of Fame in 2013 and into the
Minnesota Business Hall of Fame in 2014. This year, he was awarded the Elektra European
Electronic Industry Lifetime Achievement Award and as well as the electronic component
industry’s greatest acknowledgement, the Gail S. Carter Award, which pays tribute to Larson
for his accomplishments and his contribution to the electronics industry.
“It’s certainly been an amazing ride,” commented Larson. “Over the past 39 years, I’ve
enjoyed the daily challenge of adapting and improving our business to better serve our customers. By staying the course and focusing on the fundamentals, we just kept doing what we
did best better and better each day. Looking forward, as the industry continues to evolve,
Digi-Key is well positioned for the next stage and I’m extremely confident in the future of the
company with Dave Doherty at the helm.”

Irwin Industrial to distribute N2Power
N2Power, an industry leader in the design and manufacture of high-efficiency power supplies, expanded its sales channels in North America by recently signing a franchised distribution agreement with Irwin Industrial, Aurora ON.
A brand of Qualstar, N2Power offers ac-dc power supplies from 5W to 3000W, and dc-dcs
from 125 to 275W within industry-specific series such as Medical -EN60601-1 approved, and
Industrial DIN rail-mounted modules. Many N2Power products exceed 93% efficiency, increasing reliability and lowering or eliminating cooling requirements. Typical power densities are
15 watts per cubic inch, saving size and weight.
“With our focus on power train components for equipment manufacturers, N2Power was an
ideal addition to our offering,” says Brad Jolly, Irwin product manager. “Also, JLT & Associates
represents N2Power in Canada, so we have tremendous local support across the country.”

Distributor sharpens focus on key
vertical customer sectors
Remaining disciplined in its key vertical
markets remains a focus for Jeff Gibson, president of Kanata ON-based distributor J-Squared
Technologies Inc.
Leveraging its engineering resources, the
firm has found significant success of late as
a complete solution provider to its customers
in the military, industrial, transportation (rail,
bus, heavy duty equipment), oil & gas and
medical sectors.
“We are not interested in being solely
a component distributor”, says Gibson. “We
JP Dear, field application engineer tests
a project at J-Squared Technologies
want our sales and technical support teams to
facility in Mississauga ON.
engage the customer at a system architecture
level. This allows us to provide solutions to
our customers often in the form of subassemblies versus just selling at the component level.”
Conducting this level of “integrated service” is being driven by our customer requirements
says Gibson. “It’s really all about the sales team understanding how they can provide a more
complete solution or service to our customers.”
J-Squared completed its initial customer subassemblies starting in 2012. To enhance the
delivery of customer subassemblies,
J-Squared has enhanced its ISO certifiJ-Squared adds Industrial Amphenol
cation to include design, assembly and
J-Squared Technologies Inc. recently signed
test processes.
a distribution agreement with Industrial
“We are expanding our footprint
Amphenol, specialists in supplying interconnect
by taking things step by step,” offers
systems for harsh environment applications.
Gibson. “Providing a higher level of
A member of the US based Amphenol Corp.,
expertise and capabilities delivers a
Industrial Amphenol collaborates with customers
tremendous value proposition to our
in nearly every industrial field – such as energy
customers.”
generation & distribution, transportation, heavy
“We are pleased to be rapidly scaling
equipment, medical, factory automation, wirethis aspect of our business by being able
less outdoor, ChipCard readers, entertainment,
to provide a higher level of service and
lighting and security.
solutions to our customers”, Gibson says.

Sager acquires Norvell Electronics

B&E marks 40-years in electronics distribution
Calgary-based broadline stocking electronic distributor,
B&E Electronics Ltd., will celebrate its 40th year of service
this August.
B&E Electronics is a founding member of EDGE Marketing,
a North American buying group of independent electronic distributors. The firm provides a full range of products required
for the electronic maintenance and manufacturing industries.
B&E also offers a quick and easy on-line buying process of its
regular stocked items with low shipping costs across Canada.
“We would like to take this opportunity to thank the
employees, customers and vendors who have worked with
us to make the last 40 years a success,” says Jeff Scott,
senior manager, B&E. “Our long list of loyal customers is
solid evidence to the level of service our team of dedicated,
long-serving staff has provided over the years.”

J-Squared seeing business expansion through
the growth of customer subassemblies

Sager Electronics, Middleborough MA, a leading North American distributor of interconnect,
power and electromechanical components, has acquired Norvell Electronics Inc., a North
American distributor with extensive design and manufacturing capabilities, headquartered in
Carrollton, TX. Norvell becomes an integral component of Sager Power Systems, a specialized
group within Sager Electronics.
“Our acquisition of Norvell further accelerates our power growth strategy,” Sager president
Frank Flynn says. “The key aspect of this acquisition is Norvell’s value-added capability, which
is central to our strategy and continued growth with customers and suppliers. Sager Power
Systems now has the people, the lines, the inventory, and the value-added capability to fulfill
our vision of being a market leading power distributor.”

Ernie Green, president and
founder; Jeff Scott, senior
manager; and Jon Green,
assistant manager

Solido expands software offices in Saskatoon
Solido Design Automation Inc., San Jose CA, a leading provider of software to some
of the world’s largest technology companies enabling the creation of electronic devices,
has announced a major expansion of its Canadian software offices at Innovation Place in
Saskatoon. Solido is hiring to meet worldwide customer demand for its products.
Founded in 2005, Solido received investment from Golden Opportunities Fund, BDC Capital
and the National Research Council of Canada Industrial Research Assistance Program (NRCIRAP) to develop innovative technology for the creation of electronic devices. Solido has
established itself as a market-leading technology company, and has grown to become a major
employer of new graduate and experienced engineers and computer scientists.
Amit Gupta, Solido’s co-founder, president and CEO believes Saskatoon provides unique
advantages for technology startups.
“Saskatoon has proven to have all the ingredients to start, build and grow a market-leading technology company: experienced investors, excellent facilities and top talent produced
from a world-class university.”
Solido’s offices are located in the Concourse building at Innovation Place, a venue that
supports and facilitates the advancement and success of Saskatchewan’s technology sector
through development and operation of technology parks in Saskatoon and Regina.

Electro Sonic remains a true Canadian brand
It’s been quite a year for Electro Sonic Inc., Markham ON. The famous Canadian electronic
component distributor remains as strong and relevant a Canadian brand for its customers as
it has been for the last six decades.
Over the last 14-months, Electro Sonic has fully integrated an impressive list of more than
100 new product lines, officially promoting itself as the authorized Canadian brand, according
to Niall Flanagan, National Sales Manager.
“E-Sonic is the only major Canadian distributor dedicated to local inventory,” says Flanagan.
“Our Canadian presence and legacy has withstood the tests of time and continues to flourish.”
With E-Sonic’s brand-new Canadian warehouse fully functional and the new e-commerce
website set to support the firm’s “strongest line card ever”, Flanagan says there is a renewed
energy at Electro Sonic.
“Adding 100 additional lines is quite an impressive increase, no matter how you slice it.”
says Flanagan. “This breadth and depth of stock has definitely opened new doors for us.”

IEWC creates broadcast, communications division
Wire and cable distributor IEWC, Milwaukee WI, has created a distinct division for its commercial efforts in the broadcast, commercial A/V, and communications markets, separating it
from IEWC’s traditional focus on OEMs and sub-assemblers. The new division will focus exclusively on offering a complete connectivity and media management solution for integrators,
contractors, studios, and other parties with audio/visual and communications needs.
IEWC’s Broadcast & Communications (B&C) team has grown rapidly over the last 30 months with
the acquisitions of Delco Wire & Cable, Westlake Electronic Supply, and most recently, Argosy. The
new division will seek to meld the expertise and industry partnerships maintained by the three
acquired companies with the global distribution network and operational expertise of IEWC.

People
Schurter founder retires

Industry veteran passes away

Schurter Inc., Santa Rosa CA, has
announced the retirement of its founder
Bruno H. Schurter, along with further
senior management changes
Founded in 1982 in Petaluma CA, president
& CEO Bruno Schurter retires after 33-years of
heading up the privately held company.
Diane Cupples, VP marketing, will
assume the position of Chairwoman of the
Board, and Leonard Overholser, VP sales,
will take over as president & CEO.

Industry veteran Kenneth (Ken) Clare
recently succumbed to his battle with
cancer. He was 80. Clare represented the
second generation to be involved with
Montreal-based Adtool Corp. recognized
within the electronics industry as a supplier
and distributor of goods to the OEM market
in Canada. Founded in 1908, the company
was started by Ken Clare’s grandfather, Percy
Adlam - first established as Adlam Tool and
Supply Co Ltd. The firm originally sold small
tools, belts and packing for machines.

Eptech draw winner
Pierre Secours, a technician with Astronics
Corp., Dorval QC, had his name drawn as
the lucky winner of a $500 gift voucher, courtesy of EPTECH trade shows. The
draw was held after the EPTECH shows in
Montreal and Toronto this spring. Astronics
is a leader in high performance lighting,
electrical power, avionics databus products
and automated test systems for the global
aerospace and defense industries.

ITC gets new address
ITC Inc., importer and master distributor
of electrical components, products, devices
and accessories for control and automation
systems, has moved into a new location.
Formerly situated in Toronto, the firm’s
new address is as follows: 220 Viceroy Road,
Unit 1, Concord ON L4K 3C2. All contact
information remains the same.
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Power Management

Selecting the right

buck-boost converter

for wide-VIN rails

By Vijay Choudhary, applications engineer,
Texas Instruments

a) buck-boost converter for infotainment

To read the full version of this article online, please go to http://www.ept.ca/news/
selecting-the-right-buck-boost-converter-for-wide-vin-rails/1003681164/

Introduction

Buck-boost converters are needed in
a variety of applications including USB
Power Delivery (USB PD), industrial computer power supplies, LED drivers, and
automotive infotainment. Traditionally,
cascaded stages or multi-winding, singlestage topologies such as single-ended
primary inductor converter (SEPIC) or
flyback have been used to generate buckboost converters.
Two-switch and four-switch buckboost converters utilize a single inductor
and offer advantages such as simplicity, smaller solution size, and/or higher
power and greater efficiency. This article
presents different buck-boost topologies

and explains the advantages and limitations of each. Real hardware design data,
simplified equations, and waveforms are
used to help the reader compare different
topologies. Understanding the topology
differences can be the key in selecting
the right buck-boost converter for your
application.

Need for buck-boost converters

A buck-boost converter is needed when
the input voltage range extends both
above and below the required output
voltage range. Figure 1(a-d) shows some
common applications where a buck-boost
converter may be needed. The example in
Figure 1a shows a buck-boost converter

Keysight RF &
Microwave Fieldfox

that operates from the 12-V automotive
bus varying from 3.5V and 42V to generate fixed output rails. Figure 1b shows an
industrial PC power supply working from
8-36V input power and regulating to a
12V output.
The power supplies for power amplifiers
(Figure 1c) often need to generate variable
or selectable output voltages, depending
on the type of power amplifier (PA) they
are connected to and the power being
delivered. This configuration change can
be static or dynamic. System designers
often want to use a single power stage
to handle multiple load/line voltages and
buck-boost is often the only topology that
can handle the wide ranges required.
Another common application area is
USB PD (Figure 1d) where the input can
be a fixed or variable voltage (for example, 12-V battery) and the output voltage (5V, 12, or 20V). The power level is
decided after communication is received
between source and load.
Buck-boost converters can also replace
boost converters where true short circuit
protection is desired, or where in-rush
current protection is required.

b) buck-boost need in IPC applications

c) buck-boost for variable PA supply

d) buck-boost for USB PD

Figure 1. Examples of common applications
for buck-boost converters:

Buck-boost converter topologies

from Gap Wireless

There are many ways of creating a
buck-boost converter. One approach is to
use two-stage conversion or a cascaded
converter where a boost-stage is followed
by a buck-stage. The traditional approach
uses a single-stage, buck-boost topology
such as SEPIC, Zeta, or flyback. Each of
these utilizes two inductors or a transformer. The single inductor approach is
simpler and results in a smaller solution
size. It has many benefits that will be
clear when we compare the topologies.

Cascade boost + buck
Measuring up and earning a spot in your kit is the driving idea
behind Keysight’s FieldFox analyzers. Carry the precision of our
microwave models: they deliver Keysight-quality measurements
wherever you need to go. Boost your readiness with an RF unit:
every operating mode is flexible enough to meet the needs of
novices and experts alike. And count on the durability of handheld
analyzers designed to withstand your toughest working conditions.
Add FieldFox to your kit—and see how it measures up.

The two-stage cascaded solution (boost
+ buck) uses a boost converter followed
by a buck converter. In this approach the
boost converter creates an intermediate
bus which is then stepped down using
a buck converter. The input and output
currents are continuous because of the
presence of series inductors. This results
in smaller voltage ripples. The two-stage
approach is really advantageous when
there are multiple output voltage rails,
each created by a downstream buckconverter. The step-up converter can be

shared. For single output rail generation,
however, this approach is costly in terms
of cost, space, and losses because of the
double conversion involved.

SEPIC

The traditional approaches for singlestage, buck-boost conversion include
SEPIC, ZETA or inverse SEPIC, and flyback.
SEPIC is a common buck-boost topology
for low- to medium-power levels. For
wide-VIN applications it is suitable for
up to 40W output power. It has only one
switch and a diode and can use most
boost controllers (Figure 3a). Higher
switch voltages and currents (Figure 4)
along with the presence of two windings
degrade efficiency as power increases.
With a DC-block capacitor and multiple
inductors (or windings), the power stage
and compensation design is tricky for
non-experts.
The power level or efficiency can be
boosted, if the rectifier diode is replaced
continued on page 12

Available with a maximum frequency range of 4 GHz up to
26.5 GHz, FieldFox portable analyzers are configurable as cable
and antenna analyzers (CAT), vector network analyzers, spectrum
analyzers and all-in-one combination analyzers.
8 & 9, 2880 Argentia Rd
Mississauga ON L5N 7X8
Tel 905.826.3781
Toll Free 1.855.826.3781

Figure 2. Cascaded boost and buck stages to create a buck-boost converter
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-4
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10kW power supply is air-cooled
with isolated front-end
Model PM36220B air cooled 10kW power supply in the
traditional 5x5-inch package provides >90% efficiency for
output voltages greater than 40V at nominal line and full
load. Unit is available in 480Vac 3P or 240VAC 3P with
0.95 PF. The 10kW product can be configured with output
voltages ranging from 30Vdc to 400Vdc in a 5 x 5 x 17.5-inch package yielding a power
density of 22.85 watts/in3. Connecting three of these units will fit in 3U 19-inch shelf
generating 30kW of power. Standard features and custom options are available such as
protection from electrical overloads and over temperature. Unit also provides voltage
and current programmability, current sharing, output isolation FETs, ac Fail and dc Fail.
PIONEER MAGNETICS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-32

Power magnetics lab kit
provides hands-on experience
Power Magnetics Lab Kit helps educators provide
hands-on experience in their classrooms and
instructional labs. Kit contains a broad selection
of through-hole power inductors for easy soldering and is offered free-of-charge to accredited
Electrical Engineering programs. The parts kit is
organized specifically with students in
mind, allowing them to apply textbook
theories to real power conversion circuits.
COILCRAFT

7

Power inverters come in 250, 450, 800 Watt versions
SAMLEX line of power inverters is available in 250 Watt, 450
Watt, & 800 Watt versions. Light weight, compact, highly portable devices are easy to install and use. Devices are equipped
with 2.1 Amp USB Charging Port (compatible with all new
release smart phones) and load controlled cooling fan. Designed
with cool surface technology and soft start technology, devices
provide low battery input alarm. Products provide universal
circuit protection for thermal, battery, overload, short-circuit &
earth fault. Devices are safety certified to UL standards (ETL approved).
NTE
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-36

DIN-rail ac-dc converter extends products
from 120W to 240W
LI240 240W DIN-rail ac-dc converter extends DIN-rail products from
120W to 240W. Device adopts DIN-Rail mounting (TS35) for easier
installation. Product series provides high efficiency of 92% and PFC
of 0.96, which saves energy. Device provides 3000Vac isolation voltage, surge immunity
Class 4. The EMC meets IEC61000/UL508/UL/EN60950 standards, improving protections
to ensure backend devices of any system.
MORNSUN
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-37

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-33

ITE power supply is level
VI medical compliant
GT-43086-WWVV-X.X-Q Model level VI
compliant medical and ITE power supply / charger provides interchangeable
international blades and outputs of 5
- 24V. Units are housed in impact resistant non-vented polycarbonate thermal
conduction-cooled cases and provide
regulated outputs with very low ripple,
built-in overcurrent, short circuit, overvoltage and thermal protection, as well
as low leakage, low ripple and high
efficiency. Product’s input voltage is
specified 90-264Vac and nameplate rated
100-240Vac.
GLOBTEK
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-34

Switching power
supplies offer UL Class I
Division 2 rating
S8VK-G series compact single-phase,
Class I Division 2 rated S8VK-G switching power supplies provide a spacesaving alternative for panels used in
oil/gas extraction, grain handling and
other explosive, hazardous environments.
Devices provide stable operation over a
wide temperature range, from -40C to
+70C, for enclosed outdoor use in addition to general industrial control applications. A momentary power boost of 120%
of rated current increases product’s life
when it is used in inductive load applications. Built-in overload and overvoltage
protection also help ensure stability.
OMRON
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-35
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30W dc-dc converters deliver 4:1 input range
CCG30G series 30W dc-dc converters operate over a 4:1 input
range and are enclosed in a 1x1-inch six-sided shielded metal
case. Device is available with 3.3V, 5V, 12V or 15V outputs and
can operate from either a 9 to 36Vdc or 18 to 76Vdc input.
The wide range enables inventory reduction programs as the
converters can operate from either 12V and 24V or 24V and
48V nominal inputs without the need to stock two parts. With
operating efficiencies of up to 91%, product will operate in
ambient temperatures from -40 to +85C.
TDK-LAMBDA

Pulsed high power amplifier operates
between 2.7 to 3.0GHz
MACOM MAAP-011022 high power balanced GaAs power
amplifier operates from 2.7 to 3.0GHz, provides 7W of pulsed
power and is designed to operate at an 8% duty cycle. Device
provides rugged performance under load mismatch and its
balanced architecture delivers improved return loss across the
frequency band and high performance under demanding VSWR load conditions. Device is
specifically designed for S-band aviation and weather radar applications.
RICHARDSON RFPD
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-41

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-38

Power solution automates demand response

15A NEMA power outlet is tamper resistant
Qualtek part number 739W-X2/45 is a 15A NEMA 5-15R tamper resistant
convenience outlet that provides a built-in shutter system which prevents
foreign objects from touching electrically live components when they’re
inserted into the slots. Plugs can be inserted and removed just as with standard electrical outlets. Device has been designed with a quick snap-in mounting configuration and
will work with panel thicknesses from 0.8mm to 2.0mm. Product utilizes the same panel
cutout as firm’s 739W-X2/03 NEMA 5-15R outlet, so for existing applications this outlet
can drop into place. Insulation displacement connections (IDC) eliminate the need for
special tools and it can be used with 14AWG solid copper conductors. Device has a current capacity up to 15A at 125Vac.
CST ARWIN
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-39

FULL RANGE
OF INLETS
& OUTLETS
FROM STOCK
• Free evaluation samples
• 2.5A to 16A international
• 2.5A to 20A
North American
• 4 million components
in stock
• Same day shipments
• No minimum
order requirements

PowerConnect product line, developed exclusively for the Automated Demand Response
(ADR) market, delivers end-to-end solutions that combine firm’s wireless IoT hardware
with its cloud-based software to the energy industry. PowerConnect is a cloud-based
SaaS that provides streamlined, highly reliable automated performance of demand
response actions, as well as the automated monitoring and testing of emergency power
supply systems. This allows for the aggregation of multiple facilities into a single
portal, so that buildings where it wasn’t economically feasible beforehand can now
participate in demand response programs. Additionally, since the solution is vendor
neutral, it works with virtually any building management system (BMS).
MURATA ENERGY SOLUTIONS AMERICAS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-42

Integrated power module is configurable IGBT-based
power platform

Small 20A power module
drives density through
efficiency
XR79120 a 20A single output, synchronous
step-down power module in a compact, market leading 12mm x 14mm x 4mm footprint.
Device provides greater than 93% peak
efficiency and leverages firm’s patented
advanced constant on-time (COT) control
architecture across a 4.5V to 22V input
voltage range. Device provides an easy to
use, fully integrated power converter integrating MOSFETs, inductors, and internal
input and output capacitors. QFN-based
package technology provides superior thermal performance, eases electrical debugging
and improves manufacturability with higher
assembly yield and the ability to visually
inspect solder joints. At 50C with no airflow,
no thermal de-ratings are required for output voltages of 1.8V and below.
EXAR

Integrated Power Module is a configurable IGBTbased power platform with rated power outputs from
75-229 KW and operates on dc bus voltages from 400
to 800Vdc and switching frequencies of up to 20kHz.
Device can be mounted on various heatsinks, including
both forced air and liquid cooled options, dependent
upon application requirements. Applications include
three-phase inverters; dc-dc convertors; choppers; half
or full bridge; and power supply applications.
POWEREX

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-43

High power chip delivers low thermal resistance
RHC2512 high power chip utilizes unique materials, design and processing to lower thermal resistance. When used with the recommended solder
pad layout, device will typically show a heat rise
of 60C per watt compared to standard 2512 devices
that can experience more than 120C per watt.
Device is more stable at higher power and higher
temperatures, demonstrated by the lower resistance
shifts over load life and overload testing. This high
power performance is a popular choice for power
electronic and control applications such as buck
converters, HUD systems, IR goggles, HVAC controls, audio controls, and motor and pump controls.
STACKPOLE ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-44

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-40

Toll-Free Phone: (800) 662-2290

Order a free Catalog today! E-mail
catalog@interpower.com or call toll-free.
Business Hours:
7 a.m.–6 p.m. Central Time

Order Online!

www.interpower.com

Power Supplies & Cords
– Wall Adapters with Interchangeable
Plug Option
– Desk Top to 200W
– Open Frame with PFC
– DIN Rails to 960W
– LED Drivers
– Medical Approvals

MEGA Electronics Inc.
4B Jules Lane
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
tel 732.249.2656 fax 732.249.7442
www.megaelectronics.com
sales@megaelectronics.com
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-6
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165W adapter power supplies have medical
certification

Railway dc-dc converters withstand 3.5Vn surge
capacity

DTM165 adapter power supplies with medical certification also meets the required efficiency level V standards. Device is housed in
a rugged, vent-free enclosure, measuring 170
x 85 x 44mm. Ac is applied using a standard
IEC60320-C13 cable and dc provided through a
four pin Power-DIN connector. Other connectors
are available upon request. Adapters also feature over-voltage and over-current protection.
Accepting a 90 to 264Vac input, the 160 to
165W adapters are available with 12V, 15V, 19V,
24V, 28V, 36V and 48V outputs and can operate
in ambient temperatures ranging from 0C to +60C (with derating).
TDK-LAMBDA AMERICAS

BAR 65-D3-IP66 series of rugged, IP66, railway
grade dc-dc converters provide an input voltage
surge withstand capability of a minimum of 3.5Vn
for 20msec, comfortably meeting RIA12 requirements. Product also meets EN50155. Heavy filtering on the input and output ensures that the units
comply with EN50121-3-2. Nominal input voltages
and EN50155 input ranges include 24Vdc (14.4-34V
range), 36Vdc (22-51V), 48Vdc (29-67V), 72Vdc
(43-101V), 96Vdc (58-135V) or 110Vdc (66-154V).
Single outputs include 12Vdc, 24Vdc, 48Vdc or
110Vdc. Custom input and output voltages are available on request. Regulation is better
than 1% from no load to full load.
ABSOPULSE

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-45

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-48

1W dc-dc converters extend
temperature operation to 105C
AM1DE-Z series of 1 watt power supplies provides extended
temperature operation of 105C. Product provides input to output
isolation of up to 3000Vdc and continuous short circuit protection. Supported input
voltages of 5, 12 and 24Vdc convert to single output voltages of 5, 12, & 15Vdc, or
dual ±5, ±12, & ±15Vdc. Operating within an ambient temperature range of -40C to
95C at 100% loading and up to +105C at 90% loading, products suit harsh operating
conditions and can be integrated into a multitude of applications.
AIMTEC
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-46

Power supply targets mission critical
(N+1) redundant apps
PSE-3000-48 3000W front-end ac-dc power
supply for mission critical (N+1) redundant
applications delivers a power density of
33.48W/cubic inch and achieves Platinum
efficiency in a compact standard 1U package
measuring 1.6 x 4 x 14 inches (40.64 x 101.6
x 355.6mm). Product is preset to output
48Vdc with an adjustable output from 42V to 55V for wireless and broadcast applications.
Hot swap blind-docking capability is implemented through the use of a single connector
that integrates ac, dc and I/O signals.
CUI
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-47

Powering
healthcare
innovation
MVAC Series
PLUS

®

GOLD

Features

Input
Voltage
(Vac)
90-264

MVAC250 170W

250W

90-264

MVAB120

75W

120W

90-264

MVAD065

65W

65W

90-264

MVAD040

40W

40W

90-264

12V
24V
50V
12V
24V
50V
12V
24V
28V
48V
12V
24V
48V
12V
24V
48V

Efficiency

Forced Air
250LFM
400W

Output
Voltage

Convection
Cooling

Universal input 90-264Vac
Active power-factor correction
Up to 250W natural convection cooling
-20°C to +70°C operating temp.
Class B conducted EMC
UL 60950-1; 60601-1 MOOP & MOPP,
CCC: MVAC400 & 250

MVAC400 250W

250 or 400W

MVAB Series

75W
2"x4"

93%
93%

3"x5"

MVAD Series

91%

90%
89%

40 or 65W

For more information visit
http://power.murata.com
EPT_HP_Island_Mar-Apr-2015-MVAs.indd http://ept.hotims.com/56237-10
1
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Programmable triple output dc power supplies offer
isolated outputs
9130B Series programmable triple output dc power supplies provides three
isolated outputs that can be adjusted
independently or combined in series or
parallel to output higher voltage or current. Each model in the series provides a
different configuration of variable output
voltage and current on two channels:
0-30V, 0-3A (9130B); 0-30 V, 0-6 A (9131B); and 0-60 V, 0-3A (9132B). The third channel
output is rated at 0-5 V, 0-3 A for all models. With a compact 19” half-rack form factor
and fully programmable outputs, units give users the flexibility to configure multiple
channels to meet their application needs.
B&K PRECISION

newswatch

80

Series

revos POWER hybrid contact inserts
for firm’s family of rectangular connectors. Designed specifically for the
revos BASIC housings in sizes 16 and
24, the rugged devices are available
with power and control terminals in a
variety of combinations. The different
contact configurations enable design
engineers to select 6, 8 or 12 power
contacts for maximum currents of
either 40A or 80A; and 2, 4, 12, or 36
control contacts for a maximum current of 10A. All contacts are rated for 600V and wires ranging in size from 26 to 4 AWG.
WIELAND ELECTRIC

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-50

40/65/120/250/400W
power supplies

A
A
A
A
A
A

Hybrid contact inserts combine power & control
connections

Innovations will sustain silicon’s $20-billion share of
the power electronics market
Materials like SiC and GaN are making gains
Driven by technology innovations, silicon-based power electronics will continue their
domination of the fastest-growing and largest markets, according to a recent report
from Lux Research. These advances will allow silicon to maintain an 87% market share,
worth $20 billion and will relegate wide-bandgap (WBG) materials to a smaller market
share, the report says.
Innovations in circuit design, control methods and module packaging will help silicon
hold off adoption of WBG materials in many applications, particularly in the near-term
on account of silicon’s high availability and volumes.
“Circuit design innovation will have its biggest impact on space and efficiency
improvements in IT and consumer electronics, while control method innovation impacts
size reduction across all applications,” says Tiffany Huang, Lux research associate and
lead author of the report titled, ‘Sorting Through the Maze of Silicon Innovations in
Power Electronics.’
“Innovations in module packing can not only reduce size, but increase the efficiency
to be on par with current WBG innovations in transportation markets,” she says.
Lux Research analysts reviewed ongoing innovations in silicon technology and ranked
the leading companies on the Lux Innovation Grid on the basis of their technical and
business execution scores. Among their findings:
• TI, Maxim, Qualcomm dominate circuit design. On the strength of their partnerships and customers in multiple market segments, Texas Instruments, Maxim, Power
Integrations and Qualcomm were the ‘Dominant’ circuit design companies on the
Lux Innovation Grid. Among start-ups, Ineda, Arctic Sand, Ambiq Micro, Brusa and
Alpitronic were ranked ‘High-potential.’
• ABB, Dialog, Omron tops in control methods. With efficient products and partnerships,
ABB, Dialog and Omron are the ‘Dominant’ companies pursuing control methods innovation. Start-ups have attained varied degree of success, with Varentec, FINsix, Gridco and
Cirasys are all rated ‘High-potential.’
• Bosch, Schneider rule module packaging. In module packaging, the ‘Dominant’ companies are Bosch and Schneider Electric, on account of their strengths in automotive and
industrial markets, respectively. AT&S pursues novel energy-efficient packing methods
but has found little adoption in the market, while AgileSwitch’s success with its digital
gate driver has been limited to the U.S.
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Selecting the right Buck-boost converter
continued from page 6

by a synchronous MOSFET (Figure 3b).
Still the combination of higher switching
losses and high currents limit the output
power well below 100W.

Flyback
Flyback topology is often used for
isolated DC/DC conversion. But it can
be used as a non-isolated, non-inverting
buck-boost (Figure 5a,b). This topology
has discontinuous currents, both at the
output and at the input. As a result, the
RMS current is high in the two windings
and switches.
Discontinuous currents in the windings
(Figure 6) make it susceptible to leakageinduced spikes on the switch nodes.
Snubbers are usually necessary to reduce
the spikes to acceptable levels. The voltage ratings of switches and diodes are
(VIN+VOUT) with additional margin added
for leakage-induced spikes.
As in the case of SEPIC, synchronous
designs can extend the power range
(Figure 5b). Similar SEPIC designs can
have higher efficiency than a flyback.
This is because of lower RMS currents in

the SEPIC inductor windings and extra
losses caused by leakage in the flyback.

Single inductor two-switch
buck-boost
The two-switch/two-diode single
inductor buck-boost converter (Figure
7) enables the simplest non-inverting
buck-boost design. The converter operates in buck-mode when VIN> VOUT. For
VIN~VOUT and VIN<VOUT, the converter
switches in buck-boost-mode (Figure 8)
where both legs switch in every cycle.
Single inductor results in small solution
sizes compared to SEPIC or flyback. The
design is relatively simple. The FET ratings
are reduced (from flyback or SEPIC case) to
VIN on the input leg and VOUT on the output leg. Lower voltage stresses result in
lower switching losses. Lower voltage FETs
usually have better QG*RDSON, resulting
in further reduction in losses.
Simple design notwithstanding, the
two-switch, buck-boost has two diodes
in series with the output for most of its
operation. These losses in the diodes
limit the output power to about 25W.

Note: Power ratings in () are for synchronous SEPIC and flyback designs
Table 2. Pros and cons of buck-boost topologies

Four-switch, buck-boost

The four-switch, buck-boost topology
(Figure 9) combines a single inductor
design with synchronous rectification for
both buck and boost legs. The operation
is divided into three different modes.
When VIN is close to VOUT, it operates in
a buck-boost. When VIN is much higher
or much lower than VOUT, it operates as a
buck or as a boost converter. Boost-mode
operation (Figure 10) has significantly
lower switch and inductor currents than
buck-boost operation, resulting in lower
losses compared to other buck-boost
topologies for low-input voltages.
Just as in a two-switch, buck-boost,
the switch ratings are reduced to VIN on
the input leg and VOUT on the output
legs. Lower voltage stress on MOSFETs
allows selection of lower voltage MOSFETs
with better QG*RDSON characteristics.
Better FETs and smaller voltage stresses
on the FETs result in lower losses.

Comparison of buck-boost
topologies
A summary of voltage and current
stresses in different buckboost topologies is presented in Table 1. Items in
red show that the topology
has lower voltage or current stress and will likely
result in lower losses and
better efficiency. The inductor current ripple has been
ignored. The results show
the single inductor (LM5118
and LM5175) topologies
have lower switch voltages
and have lower switch currents for buck operation.
The four-switch, buck-boost
(LM5175) has lower switch
and inductor current when
boosting compared to all
other solutions.
Another observation from
this table is that SEPIC
has lower inductor currents
than flyback converter.
Table 2 summarizes the
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Figure 5a

Figure 5b
Figure 5. Flyback topology (usually needs
snubbers, not shown): a) non-sync flyback;
b) synchronous flyback

Figure 7. Two-switch, single inductor buckboost

pros and cons of the different buck-boost
topologies.
Table 3 shows a survey of reference
designs developed for different topologies. The examples showcase the power
level and efficiencies achievable in these
topologies.

Selecting buck-boost topology

The designer has a range of topologies
to choose from when creating a buckboost converter. The SEPIC and flyback
use multiple inductor or windings and can
provide 40W for non-synchronous designs
and 60W for synchronous designs with
satisfactory results. The solution size
tends to be larger because of multiple
inductors or windings and the efficiency
drops at higher power level. The twoswitc,h buck-boost is a simple choice for
low power levels that is easy to design
and avoids the complications of multiple
inductors or coupled inductors. The fourswitch topology provides the most compact and efficient buck-boost solution for
up to 250W.

For more information on buck boost
converters from Texas Instruments go to
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-51
To read the full version of this article
online, please go to http://www.ept.ca/
news/selecting-the-right-buck-boostconverter-for-wide-vin-rails/1003681164/

1-800-269-6426
www.PioneerMagnetics.com
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-12
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Student robotics teams compete in

university rover challenge
By Chris McGean, Protocase Inc.

Four Canadian student robotics teams
completed an impressive showing among
the world’s most elite university robotics teams at the 2015 University Rover
Challenge, held this past spring at the
Mars Desert Research Station in southern
Utah. Twenty-three student teams from
around the world designed and built a
Mars Rover to complete four grueling challenges that simulated tasks that would be
performed during Mars exploration.
This marks the eighth year for the
University Rover Challenge, which started
in 2007 as an extension to the work done
by student organizations participating in
mission simulations at the Mars Desert
Research Station. Starting with four
teams in its inaugural year, it has since
become the world’s premier engineering
competition for university students, with
a record 44 teams participating this year
(before being reduced to the final 23 for
competition weekend).
“Our primary goal is to challenge
talented students with ambitious, outof-this-world problems that go beyond
the classroom environment,” says Kevin

Sloan, University Rover Challenge director. “This lets them develop in complex
project settings, and also showcase the
output of their work.”
Protocase, a leading Canadian-based
custom manufacturer of electronic enclosures, parts and components, was a major
sponsor of this year’s event. The company’s contribution included a $2,000 credit
to each of the student teams towards
manufacturing custom parts for their
Mars Rover (along with a 50% discount
for any manufacturing that exceeded the
initial credit).
Teams from Canada, the United States
and Poland took advantage of Protocase’s
sponsorship, working with the company’s
account managers and technical team to
precision-fabricate parts for their rover,
including chassis covers, suspension
parts, robotic arms and camera gimbals,
to name a few.
“Partnering with the University Rover
Challenge was a real natural match for
us,” says Doug Milburn, Protocase co-

founder and vice-president of sales and
marketing. “The process we went through
with the student teams was exactly the
same as what how we work with our customers, who are also in science, engineering and innovation. We thought this was
a great opportunity to expose this upper
cut of university students, who are going
to be the drivers of science, engineering
and space exploration in the future, to
the most advanced design and manufacturing methods available today.”
Over the span of the competition
weekend, student teams got to showcase
their technical abilities and innovative
thinking, which all came together as
their rovers attempted to complete tasks
in the competition. For example, the
University of Saskatchewan Space Design
Team (USST) got an edge by mechanically
attaching an Oculus Rift binocular vision
camera to their rover, and linking it to
their control centre. This provided the
team with depth perception, allowing
them to maneuver over obstacles, as well

as grasp objects with their manipulator arm. (All other teams were limited
to 2D vision without depth perception,
which is less than ideal, as anyone who
parks their car with a backup camera well
understands). The internal systems on the
rover were mounted inside a custom-made
chassis from Protocase to keep out dust
from the often gusty desert wind.
In the end, the four Canadian teams
competing – University of Saskatchewan
Space Design Team, Robotics for Space
Exploration (University of Toronto),
Queen’s Space Engineering Team (Queen’s
University) and McGill Robotics (McGill
University) – placed 7th, 15th, 16th and
17th respectively.
University Rover Challenge organizers
expect an even bigger turnout for next
year, with Protocase already signing on
to provide the same in-kind sponsorship
to the 2016 batch of elite university
teams. As Sloan explains, the continued
progress in design and innovation of each
University Rover Challenge is integral to
the future of space exploration.
“With more than 140 teams having
competed over 9 years, the body of lessons learned has been rather extensive,”
Sloan says. “These lessons will go a long
way towards designing the ‘flight-ready’
systems that would support future astronauts on Mars.”

west tech report

BC’s General Fusion gearing up to try to solve our energy needs
Raises $27-million in latest round
of financing
Producing power through nuclear fusion, quite possibly
the magic bullet to solving our energy requirements, has
been the aim of scientists for over half a century. If BC’s
General Fusion’s view is correct, it is one that will be
solved in the next handful of decades.
The technology involved, paraphrasing from General
Fusion’s TED Talk and website, is this: General Fusion’s
Magnetized Target Fusion system uses a molten lead-lithium filled sphere that is pumped to form a vortex. On each
pulse, magnetically-confined plasma is injected into the
vortex. Around the sphere, an array of pistons impact and
drive a pressure wave into the centre of the sphere, collapsing the vortex and compressing the plasma to fusion
conditions. When the atoms fuse and become helium giving off neutrons, the neutrons bounce around the molten
lead-lithium and heat up it up. The lead gets pumped into
a heat exchanger where it boils water into steam, driving
a turbine to generate electricity.
General Fusion has raised more than $100-million, and
just completed its largest round of fundraising to date, in
the amount of $27-million CAD. From the summer of 2009
to present, the company has grown from four people to more
than 60 people, and the firm is now in the strongest financial position ever. I recently had the opportunity to speak
with Michael Delage, VP technology and corporate strategy,
about this funding, what helped them succeed so far, and
how other companies can benefit by staying dynamic.

Q: Was being situated in the gateway to Asia a factor
in this new round of funding from Malaysia?
“Not sure if the West Coast was a factor for us, but
earlier on, there were some really good benefits for being
in Vancouver. For instance, I am originally from Ottawa,
and there is something a bit different in Ottawa, [the tech
sector] is a bit more narrowly specialized,” says Delage. In
Vancouver, the diversity of companies taking on big problems, for instance General Fusion, D-Wave with quantum
computers, or SaltWorks with desalination, gives the area
a variety of companies that dream big. This fosters two big
benefits, explains Delage: “The talent base is really good
at these things, and the investor base is accustomed to
big opportunities. That is pretty special.”
Q: General Fusion has garnered great press and funding, any advice to other technology entrepreneurs and
start-ups who want to benefit from earned media and
investment?
“We consider ourselves very fortunate, as the earned
media helped with recruiting people and with attracting
investments,” explains Delage. Also, the inherent attractiveness of the big idea didn’t hurt General Fusion, and
looking through their website it is clear that they have
been diligent in explaining fusion power and how their plan
might work to solve the puzzle. “It is certainly worth it for
start-ups and entrepreneurs to communicate key messages.
In 2013, we made a concerted effort as a team to refine
how we tell our story and make our ideas visual and tangible through the website. That really helped to get the TED
Talk... all of these successes building one after another.”

Q: Can you share a challenge that
General Fusion had to overcome and
how other tech companies can avoid
Sohail Kamal
similar pitfalls in the future?
West Coast
“Fusion power is an incredibly difCorrespondent
ficult technology to work with, one of
the things we’ve done well is to stay
efficient and fast. We have a team with a lot of practical hands on experience, and we give our engineers the
power and responsibility to make recommendations, fix
issues and solve challenges,” continues Delage.
Q: Any other message that General Fusion wants to
share with our readership?
“Fusion gets a bit of a bit of a bad rap,” Delage
says, “but we are standing on the shoulders of giants.
Increasingly, it’s becoming less about if we can do
fusion, and more about how and when it is going to be
done. If we are the first ones, then great, but even if
we’re not, it’s going to happen, and it’s going to happen
in the lifetimes of people reading this story.”
The new funding, led by Malaysia’s sovereign wealth
fund, brings the Burnaby company money, but perhaps as
important, it is a validation of General Fusion’s progress
over the past five years. It also means that General Fusion
now has a global investment base. There will be a second
closing of the round towards the end of the summer offering additional investors the opportunity to participate.
To learn more about General Fusion or to watch the
founder’s TED Talk, go to www.generalfusion.com.
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Industrial Automation

The connection is there.

How will you exploit it?
By Dan Stewart, vice president marketing, Allied Electronics Inc.

This article looks at the future of manufacturing and automation
and discusses ways in which forward-thinking companies now
have the capability to far more effectively leverage their manufacturing
data, thanks to recent advances in hardware and networks.

The manufacturing industry is in a
constant state of flux from a technological standpoint, primarily due to the
continual evolution of hardware and software platforms in the industry suppliers’
inexorable drives towards even faster,
more accurate and more cost effective
automation, process, safety and motion
solutions.
Even with continual developments,
it is fair to say that we have seen a
number of historical stage gates, some
of which have been defined as Industrial
Revolutions. In the first instance mass
mechanization took industry and agriculture by storm. Henry Ford then popularized the concept of production lines.
Numerical control and eventually computer numerical control were the next big
breakthroughs followed by a revolution
defined by fieldbus networks and interconnectivity.
We are still firmly in the grip of this
final revolution, but if the industry futurologists are to be believed – and we have
no reason to doubt them based on the
technology we are seeing – we are very
near to the final curtain, as the concepts

of the Connected Industry and Industry
4.0 coupled with the wonderfully named
Internet of Things (IoT) are about to take
us and the industry well and truly in to
the information age.

Information has always been
available within manufacturing
Information has always been available within manufacturing, with the first
basic networks sharing and delivering
operating parameters between devices
and processes, but it remained a closed
shop either due to the closed nature
of the network and hardware or the
bespoke format of the information being
delivered. When the first PLCs arrived
on the scene, most of them exhibited
their own supplier-specific architectures
and foibles, meaning that multi-supplier
automation and motion solutions were
not all that common.
However, with pressure from customers
– especially the big multinationals, fed
up with having to specialize on one particular architecture and language – the
market began to open up. We have since

seen products, protocols, programming
and communication approaches that are
becoming platform and supplier agnostic,
giving end users the ability to choose
from a much wider range of suppliers
without potentially fettering the performance of their products.

CLEAR, CUT, PRECISE

ROTARY STRIP WITH KOMAX WIRE

Rotary Strip
with the Komax
Wire precision expert
Cosmic 48R. The Cosmic
48R is a wire stripping machine

Interestingly, it is a 35 years old technology that is leading the way for this
new industrial revolution. Commercially
introduced in 1980 and first standardized
in 1983, Ethernet and its various and
growing range of industrial variants, is
slowly becoming the protocol of choice
for manufacturing solutions. The protocol
has undergone a number of advances
in terms of bandwidth and transmission
distance, coupled with increases in bit
rates from the original three Mbit/s to
the current 100 Gbit/s – with 400 Gbit/s
expected by early 2017.
These transmission improvements have
not only opened up the technology to
ever more advanced automation applications, but also to associated and colocated motion and safety infrastructures,
which are far more demanding in terms
of transmission priorities and feedback
speeds.
The beauty of the widespread deployment of Ethernet and its variants within the manufacturing space – thanks
to technology from companies such as
Schneider Electric, Omron, Siemens and
Eaton – is that Ethernet is also the defacto standard for the office environment
and it is the potential of the direct links
between the shop floor and the boardroom that have got so many people so
excited. Coupled to the Internet of Things
(IoT) it is easy to see why.

IoT is a network of devices, each of
which is uniquely identifiable

used to strip coaxial, triaxial, and multilayers cables from AWG 36 to AWG 6. With
its two blade rotary head and centering units, the

The Internet of Things in its most
basic guise is a network of devices, each
of which is uniquely identifiable. In your

Cosmic 48R provides a clear and precise strip every
time. Gain a lasting edge against the competition.

komaxwire.com
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Connection

Equipment rack enclosures protect
communications, data up to 40GHz

continued from page 14

home, using your Internet router as a hub, this is
already apparent, but outside of your router and your
own home network’s IP allocation, this identification
becomes lost. The IoT will involve every connected
device having some form of electronics that defines
its own unique (globally) identification, meaning
that devices can be accessed from any computer in
any location simply by using these unique identifiers.
Security and tin foil hats aside, this is actually
a remarkable breakthrough for industry and is driving the concept of Industry 4.0 – defined as the
fourth industrial revolution and leveraging manufacturing networks. It is already in place in an early
guise, thanks to the use of Ethernet-based networks
and managed remote access/monitoring solutions.
Suppliers, machine builders and operators (with the
proper protocols and privileges) are already able to
interrogate devices, but the IoT approach will make
this even easier and more widespread and, due to the
means of access, potentially even more secure.

Data is now the new king of manufacturing
The ability to drill down to the smallest and simplest product or component has also defined the most
powerful current tool in the manager’s and CEO’s arsenal – data! Data is now the new king of manufacturing
and the sheer volume available on tap is staggering.
If you imagine a single cell within a multi-cell manufacturing plant, then consider the number of discrete
components and data nodes within that cell you soon
get an idea of what can be extracted. Now imagine
the cell runs at hundreds of cycles per minute and
the data volume figures really begin to stack up. Not
every component has to be Ethernet enabled, but as
long as it is feeding data of some description into
something that is, be it a switch or a PLC, then this
data becomes accessible.
It is in the intelligent collection, management, collation and disbursement of this data where the real

Catalog sources interconnect
components,
electronic hardware
M65 full line Catalog serves as a
comprehensive resource for interconnect components and electronic hardware. The easy to use,
152-page catalog provides hundreds of new products covering
every category of firm’s product line including: Battery Clips,
Contacts & Holders - fuse clips & holders - terminals
& test points - spacers & standoffs - panel hardware
- pins, plugs, jacks & dockets - PC board hardware multi-purpose hardware. Free-upon-request, catalog
details more than 5,000 quality products and is illustrated with precise drawings, specifications and product photographs plus Imperial and Metric dimensions.
KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-53
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gains can be made and many leading suppliers are
already developing systems that give manufacturers
never before seen insights into their manufacturing
operations – where historical performance figures can
be defined down to an individual node or component.
Gone are the days of generating historical trending by
sitting with a clipboard or Excel spreadsheet and stopwatch next to a machine’s output; this information is
now available at the push of a button. What’s more, it
can be presented in a format that suits the ultimate
end user – cost vs. speed vs. yield vs. power consumption vs. breakdowns vs. reject rates – the possibilities
and comparisons are endless. All the data is there, it
is up to the user what to do with it.

Proliferation of Ethernet-capable products
The sheer proliferation of Ethernet-capable products
– with over 1,200 available from Allied Electronics
alone – is a testament to how important data-driven
manufacturing operations are becoming. By leveraging
this data, industry professionals can make quicker,
more-up-to-date operational decision that will have
a direct result in real time, as opposed to making an
educated guess and seeing what happens over the
course of a day. As data is normally a two-way street,
another potential outcome is the ability for consumers
to tailor product features by having some form of direct
input to the production line. This type of customization would normally only be possible in small scale or
batch production runs, but with these communication
possibilities, mass customization can now live happily
side by side with mass production. It won’t stop here.
For once technology is not the limiting factor, it is now
up to the imagination of those who can best envisage
the advantages of a connected industry.

Ka Shield rack enclosure
provides certified EMI/RFI
shielding from the RF range,
through the microwave Ka
Band. With shielding effectiveness of over 75dB at
40GHz, device has been
designed to protect the most
sensitive equipment from any
signal intrusions or leakage.
Products provide a strong
defense against EMP weapons
and geomagnetic storms that
can shut down communication centers, power plants,
electronically-controlled
infrastructure, surveillance
systems and more. Each enclosure is custom-sized and fitted with
an array of exclusive features to accommodate different mission
requirements.
EQUIPTO ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-57

For more information on distribution within the
electronics design industry from Allied Electronics Inc.,
go to http://ept.hotims.com/56237-52

High airflow motorized impeller
delivers 1900CFM airflow
OAB400 Series 400mm
motorized impeller/blower
provides a high airflow of
1900CFM. Unit provides
improved maximum static pressure value of 5.4”
H20. Meeting UL Class B
Insulation requirements,
the 404mm x 162mm
(15.9”x 6.4”) size device
includes an all-metal impeller, sealed dual ball bearing
design and rugged diecast aluminum frame. Product
also includes the required capacitor. Unit has backward
curved blades and is suitable for electronic cabinet,
telecommunications, air filtration, networking and
ventilation systems.
ORION FANS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-54

Bulkhead housing is alternative to IP65 rated connectors
Han B IP67 bulkhead mounted housings serve as an
alternative to IP65 rated connectors. Device provides
IP66 and IP67 protection and allows for temporary,
full immersion in water, as compared with the IP 65
rated housing which is only hose proof. Device’s special
flange protects the gasket seal, preventing water from
penetrating the connector. The circumferential collar
also prevents the seal from sliding inwards or outwards;
seal stability provides additional protection against
water ingress. Product uses the proven Han-Easy Lock locking system for high contact pressure.
HARTING
		
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-55

Connectors boost operational efficiencies, simplify installation
Brad Micro-Push M12 Connectors provide push-on mating interface
and reduce installation time up to 80% compared to screw-style
connectors and facilitate simple blind-mate connections in tight
locations. Constructed without any metal components, the solution
improves seal performance to IP65 specifications while reducing
material costs. Devices protect against ingress of solids and can
withstand low-pressure water streams. Products include a threadless
coupling design that eliminates reverse threading in high-vibration
environments, reducing downtime for even greater cost savings. The
visual and tactile keyway alignment ensures complete interface mating to deliver excellent vibration resistance while the non-metallic
coupler alleviates grounding and electrostatic discharge concerns.
MOLEX

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-56
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amendment

Adding Phthalates to
restricted substances
By Walter Jager, ECD Compliance, Ottawa

The European Delegated Directive
(EU) 2015/863 officially added four (4)
Phthalate substances to the EU RoHS
Directive this spring. The new phthalate
restrictions take effect July 22, 2019
for all EEE except category 8 (medical
devices) and category 9 (monitoring and
control instruments). Category 8 and 9
products have an additional two years
and need to comply by July 22, 2021.
EEE manufacturers and their suppliers
now have just over four years to prepare.
The amendment adds the four phthalates shown at bottom-right to Annex
II (Restricted substances referred to
in Article 4(1) and maximum concentration values tolerated by weight in
homogeneous materials) of the the RoHS
Directive . A maximum concentration
value of 0.1% w/w in homogeneous
material was specified for the phthalates
in the amendment.

product when it was first put on the EU
market. The published amendment states:
The restriction of DEHP, BBP, DBP
and DIBP shall not apply to cables or
spare parts for the repair, the reuse, the
updating of functionalities or upgrading
of capacity of EEE placed on the market
before 22 July 2019, and of medical
devices, including invitro medical devices
and monitoring and control instruments,
including industrial monitoring and control instruments, placed on the market
before 22 July 2021.

Phthalates in electronic toys
The amendment is also explicit that
the phthalates in toys restriction in
Annex XVII of the REACH regulation takes
precedence over the maximum concentration levels in the RoHS Directive.

Spare parts and cables

What’s the impact?
How to proceed?

The official publication of the amendment was delayed by a few months to
allow the European Commission time to
add verbiage clarifying the implication
on cables and spare parts. This new text
aligns with the general RoHS intention to
allow products to be repaired using the
same parts that were used in the original

The four phthalates are already listed
on the REACH SVHC Candidate List – this
gives manufacturers that have REACH SVHC
information from their suppliers a head
start in assessing the parts and materials
that require substitution. However, the
different basis for calculating concentration level between REACH and RoHS

(article vs. homogeneous material) will
undoubtedly create some surprises.
In electrical and electronic equipment
(EEE), DEHP is generally considered to
be the most commonly used of the four
phthalates. DBP and BBP also have known
applications; whereas DIBP is considered
to have minimal usage within the EEE
supply chain.
The results of a study published in
2010 at the IPC APEX conference Where
are REACH SVHC in Electronic Products and
Parts? may provide some insight to the
use and prevalence of these substances.
The study investigated and compiled
analytical test results for the initial batch
of SVHCs added to the REACH Candidate
List (including 3 of the phthalates just
added to RoHS). The analytical testing
was performed in Asia, North America,
and Europe on EEE and materials typi-

cally used in EEE. DEHP was detected
above the SVHC threshold (0.1% wt/
wt in the article) in 64 of 391 testing
results (16%). The study was focused on
the REACH SVHC threshold which is based
on articles. However, had the study considered a concentration threshold based
on homogeneous material, the number of
products above the threshold would likely
have been much higher.
In the time since 2010, many manufacturers that have been trying to eliminate SVHCs from their product have
removed the phthalates from external
cables (where they are above 0.1% in the
article); but DEHP may still be present in
internal cables which are relatively small
and for which the phthalate content did
not trigger the 0.1% threshold based on
imported article.
Additional information on RoHS
2 compliance and RoHS 2 Technical
Documentation is available. The amendment to the RoHS Directive is posted on
the Official Journal of the EU.
ECD Compliance provides services to
track environmental regulations and can
assist in upgrading your RoHS program to
address the phthalate restrictions.

products on review

Extruded aluminum enclosure is heat dissipating
1455NHD heat dissipating, extruded aluminum enclosure provides six integral heat dissipating fins in the
extrusion profile, providing enhanced cooling capability for when high thermal loads are expected from
the housed equipment. Designed to house pcbs and
discrete components, product is sized to accept the
popular 100 x 160mm single Eurocard, which mounts
horizontally into one of seven slots in its body. The
removable flat metal end-panels secure the pcb into
the enclosure and can be easily machined with the
required apertures for indicators, switches and connectors. The two piece body has a removable plate in the
base gives good access to the interior, and both the
top and base have large flat areas that give plenty of
room for component mounting.
HAMMOND MFG
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-58

Single-phase filter boosts symmetrical attenuation
FMAB NEO compact single-phase filter provides effective symmetrical attenuation in
the lower frequency range. Product’s performance
is achieved through the use of large X capacitors. Symmetrical interferences commonly occur
in switch-mode power supplies or motor drives at
low frequencies. The IC’s in these systems generate
interference currents, between the phase conductor and the neutral conductor, when switching
frequency. The large X capacitors in the device’s
filters, which are positioned between the phase
and neutral conductors, effectively reduce these
symmetrical interferences.
SCHURTER
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-59

Hardware, software ecosystem provides FPGA
functionality
LOGI Boards easy-to-use ecosystem of hardware and software brings FPGA functionality to both the Raspberry Pi
and BeagleBone boards. The ecosystem includes software
and drivers that make it easy for users to communicate
between the FPGA and the base platform. APIs and
Wrappers allow for easy access to the FPGAs custom hardware peripherals using the wishbone bus standard. Applications can easily be written
using C and C++ or in conjunction with python.
NEWARK ELEMENT14
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-60

Cord set, power cords come with
SANS 164-2 South Africa plug
Three cord sets and two power cord product lines has been
expanded with the preferred configuration of the SANS 164-2
South Africa plug. Products provide a SANS 164-2 South Africa
16A plug with the international wiring code (green/yellow,
light blue, brown) on H05VVF cable. Firm has a test report from
SABS (South African Bureau of Standards) approving the plug.
SANS 164-2 standard is the preferred configuration for new installations in South Africa.
INTERPOWER
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-61

55-inch multi-touch system, display is interactive
C5567PW 55-inch Multi-Touch Display is an interactive system that supports 60 simultaneous touches, providing new
opportunities for multi-user collaboration, education and
information delivery for a wide variety of large-format display
applications. Product uses a glass-to-the-edge, bezel-free
design for a modern appearance, essential for brands seeking
to deliver a consistent, high-end customer experience. A glass, antiglare touch surface
provides a high-quality look and feel, while maintaining viewability in bright, indoor
environments. Portrait, landscape and tabletop modes provide flexibility in orientation
to meet a wide range of application requirements.
3M TOUCH SYSTEMS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-62

Surface mount switches have ultra low boardmounted profile
KXT Series momentary action switches
are ultra low profile, top-actuated surface
mount devices for use in applications
that require ultra-miniature components,
including wearable electronics. Measuring
3.0 x 2.0 x 0.58mm, products are rated
for a range of operating forces with an
operating life of 300,000 cycles. Devices
are momentary action, single pole/single throw (SPST), normally open (NO)
switches with a travel distance of 0.13mm
(±0.05mm). Available in a range of operating forces. 100gf (±30), 180gf (±50),
and 240gf (±70), product series is rated
for 12Vdc/50mA and operating temperatures spanning -30C to +85C.
C&K COMPONENTS

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-63
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RF record, playback solution delivers real-time
GNSS simulator

Radio communication analyzer supports
LTE-advanced testing

RP-6100 Series self-contained, recordand-playback solution for RF application
validation can capture all GNSS bands,
as well as HD Radio, WiFi, LTE, radar, and
cognitive radio, plus impairments – to
significantly advance RF projects and harden product designs. Product provides up to 4
channels, 160MHz of recording bandwidth, tight channel synchronization, an extended
frequency range of 10MHz to 6GHz, and 14-bit resolution. Product can also be equipped
with Skydel’s software-defined, real-time GNSS Simulator, which delivers easy setups,
integrated maps, dynamic scenario creation, high precision and tight parameter controls
to enable highly repeatable simulations of current and future GNSS conditions, as well
as corner cases.
AVERNA

MT8821C Radio Communication Analyzer allin-one RF tester provides wide capability for
supporting LTE-Advanced (LTE-A), as well as
all other adopted technologies. Combining
simplicity, efficiency and accuracy in a single
instrument, unit includes eight transmitter
ports and two receiver ports, a single system
will perform LTE-Advanced Carrier Aggregation
(CA) with up to four Component Carriers (CCs)
using 2 x 2 MIMO, as well as two Component
Carrier aggregation (2CCs) in the uplink. A
built-in RF combiner simplifies configuration
of complex test environments for LTE-A CA, while reducing test environment calibration
procedures. Device supports 2G to 4G wireless tests, making it a cost-effective singleinstrument solution to validate co-existing UEs integrating multiple technologies.
ANRITSU

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-64

Test set tackles LTE-A carrier
aggregation requirements
E7515A UXM wireless test set addresses leading-edge LTE-A carrier aggregation (CA) test
requirements. Capabilities include support for
downlink 4CC1, 256 QAM, and LTE-U with up to
three unlicensed carriers, as well as FDD-TDD
mixed CA and uplink intra- and inter-band CA
measurements. Coupled with unit’s integrated,
independent fading for each component carrier and cell, these advancements permit user
to ensure latest LTE-A devices will perform as expected in a true network environment.
Unit’s large touch screen display and intuitive user interface provide easy access to
complex network emulation.
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-65

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-66

Headset communication system operates wirelessly
Industry recognized communications headsets are available with DECT 6 technology, suitable for high noise and
challenging working environments. Products are lightweight, exceptionally clear and comfortable for all day
wear. Create groups of up to 5 users for independent,
secure workgroup communications. A variety of application specific headsets are available. Products include
firm’s Cygnus wireless platform, full duplex configuration,
volume control, flexible noise cancelling electret boom
microphone, hearing protection, 800m line of sight range,
10 hrs of continuous use, superior headset construction.
No base station required – standalone system.
SED

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-67

newswatch

Gap Wireless expands facility,
incorporates PIMD testing
Tripling its existing warehouse space with its
recent move into a new facility in Mississauga ON,
Gap Wireless Inc., has afforded itself plenty of room
to grow. This is a good thing considering significant
developmental steps have been taken by the service
provider to the mobile wireless and electronics
development and manufacturing markets.
Sporting an expansive 15,000-square-feet footprint of new space has allowed GAP Wireless
to consolidate inventory, validate equipment
and perform required testing – such as Passive
Intermodulation Distortion (PIMD).
PIMD testing rose to prominence along with the
emergence of 4G technology, while today, most
mobile wireless service providers (such as Bell,
Rogers, TELUS, etc.) have specified the service as
mandatory.
“With the rise in demand for 100% accuracy on
delivery by vendor, this kind of testing is para- Gap Wireless team gathers out front of
their new facility in Mississauga.
mount to the customer today,” says Glenn Poulos
vice-president and general manager, Gap
Wireless. “The new facility allows us room to grow and provides the opportunity to stock
more inventory,” Poulos says.
Gap also recently implemented a new vendor managed inventory (VMI) system that provides ease in delivery traceability to its customers along with greatly reduced lead-times.
Further enhancing its commitment in this area, Gap recently hired an application engineer
to specifically support In-Building DAS (distributed antenna systems) applications. Gap’s
approach on sales service is two-pronged, as it operates a sales team focused on mobile
infrastructure and in-building, with another specializing on test and measurement including
a T&M specialist dedicated to telecom carriers.
Gap Wireless exclusively distributes the Keysight Technologies (formerly Agilent
Technologies) test and measurement line. While government and military top the list as top
markets served, the educational and institutional markets come in a close second, according
to Poulos. By contract, Gap Wireless serves as a Keysight full solutions provider, including
everything from software, rack & fixturing and probing.
“We will often bundle high-end solutions into a product and/or provide free samples to the
customer,” says Poulos. “We have a National presence through our valued network of employees and customers supported through a growing list of suppliers from around the world.”
Gap Wireless serves both public and private sector clients with wireless technology solutions and onsite professionals in support of these main disciplines:
• PCS/cellular infrastructure and coverage enhancement
• Test & Measurement Equipment
• Power products
• RF & microwave coaxial components
• RF, power, data, audio cable assemblies
• Custom solutions.

For connecting people,
businesses, and the
world
Murata’s connectivity solutions, electronic
components, and power technologies are
shaping the wireless world.
RF Modules and components
Bluetooth®, WiFi®, 900MHz
modules, SAW filters, shortrange radios & FHSS
RFID/NFC
Tags and antennas
Inductors
Power, RF-matching, highdensity applications
Noise Suppression
Filters, ferrite cores, and ESD
protection
ESD Protection Devices
Ceramic and silcon types

Ceramic Capacitors
Hi-Cap, low ESR/ESL, nonmagnetic
Sensors
Thermistor, ultrasonic, pressure,
optical, MEMS, AMR, magnetic
Timing
Crystal, SAW, and ceramic
Power Supplies
AC-DC, DC-DC, and µDC-DC
converters
Sound Components
Piezoelectric buzzers

Whether you are an RF engineer building your
own circuit, an electronics engineer embedding
wireless into applications, or an applications
developer or systems integrator building a
platform, Murata’s connectivity, component,
and power solutions will meet your design
challenges in handheld, wearable,
healthcare equipment, and industrial
systems.
To see how Murata innovations
help keep us all connected, visit
www.murata.com.

To see how Murata innovations help
keep us all connected, visit
www.murata.com
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Integrating and testing

ZigBee modules

Most Internet of Things projects are likely to involve some
sort of wireless connectivity, typically Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or ZigBee.
Despite its relatively low performance, ZigBee’s very low power
consumption makes it well-suited
for many IoT applications.
While IoT is the buzzword du jour,
when you come down to it most IoT
projects are essentially the latest take on
wireless-enabled embedded systems. This
means that embedded system designers
are more in demand than ever, and even
engineers without an extensive RF background are being asked to troubleshoot
designs that involve wireless technologies such as ZigBee.
But just as embedded systems are
changing, so too is test instrumentation,
most notably with the advent of oscilloscopes with a built-in spectrum analyzer.
This offers significant advantages for
designers since they can use an oscilloscope – the center instrument on most
design benches – to efficiently test and
debug their designs from end-to-end.
This article first looks at how ZigBee
stacks up compared to other alternatives for IoT applications and then
outlines techniques for evaluating
and testing ZigBee modules to assure
good communications in ZigBee-based
designs using a mixed domain oscilloscope.

Adding RF to IoT designs
There are numerous wireless technologies and standards available today,
but three stand out from the pack for
embedded and IoT applications: ZigBee,
Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi.
The use of these technologies has been
growing rapidly over the past few years
with no end in sight. The Wi-Fi Alliance
claims there are more than 4 billion Wi-Fi
enabled devices ready to connect today.
ZigBee is in the process of emerging from
a group of incompatible or proprietary
technologies to become the de facto
worldwide standard for the smart home,
and is expected to see broad adoption in
the coming years.
With all of the different wireless standards available to choose from today it
can become a challenge just to figure out
which will work best for your embedded
or IoT project design. Table 1 provides a
comparison of these three wireless standards and their typical applications.
ZigBee, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi each
have their own strengths and weaknesses
that can be used to evaluate which would
be best-suited for a particular application
or design. The standard with the highest
data rate capabilities is Wi-Fi at up to
54 Mb/s. This makes Wi-Fi the optimal
solution where high data throughput is
important, for example streaming video

or sharing files. The main downside to
Wi-Fi is its large power consumption, a
problem for IoT devices that run at very
low power to extend battery life. Also
Wi-Fi is limited to point-to-hub connections, meaning devices cannot freely
communicate with one another without
first connecting to a central hub.
Bluetooth is in the middle compared
to Wi-Fi and ZigBee when it comes to
performance. It is low power and is able
to connect to multiple devices directly
without the need for a central node. This
makes Bluetooth a great candidate for the
use in peripheral devices such as wireless
keyboards, mice, and headsets. Bluetooth
is limited in range so it is best used when
all the devices being connected are in the
same room.
ZigBee is the lowest performance of the
three standards, but can often be the ideal
choice for IoT applications. A key factor
is that ZigBee uses very low power compared to the other two. Where Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth battery life might be measured
in hours or days, ZigBee can be optimized
to last for weeks or months. Another
impressive feature is ZigBee’s ability to
have up to 65,000 devices connected to
one another in a mesh type network.
With most IoT projects turning to
ZigBee, it is important that designers
know how to test their devices properly.
There are a few different form factors to
consider when looking for a ZigBee module to add to your device. For example,
there is the radio-only IC that is the
barebones of the wireless technology and
provides the greatest flexibility in your
designs. However you must provide all the
amplifiers and microcontrollers needed
to utilize a ZigBee IC. Next there is the
radio module with microcontroller and
amplifier already integrated. This setup is
the easiest to use as all the components
necessary to make the wireless connection possible are already configured and
assembled. The downside is that this form
factor is larger and less customizable.
A mixed domain oscilloscope (MDO)
is ideal for testing ZigBee and other
embedded wireless technologies because
of its unique ability to analyze signals
in both the time domain and frequency
domain. Although you can use an MDO as
a mixed signal oscilloscope or as a spectrum analyzer, the real power comes from
the integration of the two. For example,
it provides the ability see how a ZigBee
design performs in both the time and frequency domains on a single instrument.
Trigger, search and analysis tools are useful for such tasks as identifying analog
and digital anomalies, decode of serial
buses alongside waveforms, and viewing
the RF spectrum at any point in time.
Once the approach to the radio implementation is selected, the appropriate
printed circuit board lay out, and any
necessary software written, there are a

Table 1: Comparison of popular RF technologies.

By Chris Loberg, Tektronix Inc.

number of tests to be
performed to ensure
good communication
in a ZigBee-based
design. For many
applications, there
will be serial communications between the
radio system and other
parts of the product.

Testing radio
operation
To illustrate some
of the tests that
should be carried out
to verify radio operaFigure 1: Test connections between microcontroller,
demo board, ZigBee module, and an MDO4000B series
tion, an amplified
mixed domain oscilloscope.
radio module with a
demonstration board
was used. The screen shots were taken
display. The lower output can also be
using a Tektronix MDO4000B series mixed
seen on the amplitude versus time (Trace
domain oscilloscope which allows simulA). It is often necessary to understand
taneous time correlated viewing of RF,
the performance of radio transmitters
analog, and digital signals. Setup and
during low battery conditions or condidata commands are sent from a PC to
tions when the power supply becomes
allow manual control. Figure 1 shows the
current limited to understand the margins
test setup. Note that a direct connection
of radio compliant performance.
to the radio is used to facilitate power
Radio ICs and modules need to be set
and other measurements. A calibrated
up to meet the operating requirements of
antenna could equally have been used to
the specific application and any protocol
take the RF measurements.
specific setups. The MDO allows decode
of the SPI commands to the ZigBee module. This architecture supports simpliZigBee RF compliance test
fied measurements between SPI command
As shown in Figure 2, an MDO allows
triggering and correlated RF events. In
simultaneous viewing of the radio spectrum
this example, the trigger event is now the
and the power supply. The channel spacing
SPI command, the radio Transmit trigger
for ZigBee is 5MHz. The 20 dB channel
command. Markers on the Time Domain
bandwidth should be significantly less
display show the SPI command to current
than the channel spacing. The measured
draw (at the beginning of the RF Tx turnoccupied bandwidth of 2.3MHz shown in
on) is 1.768ms. This allows you to quickly
Figure 2 is well within the specification.
determine the delay between when the
The output power is expected to be in the
command is given to the ZigBee device
range of 20dBm. The screen shows the outand when the ZigBee begins to transmit.
put spectrum in the lower
part of the screen and direct
measurements of bandwidth
and power.
The test cable drop is
about 2dB in this frequency range, so the power
measurement is in the
range of what is expected.
The orange bar at the bottom of the top half of the
screen indicates the time
period in which the spectrum trace is displayed. The
spectrum time is defined as
the window shaping factor
divided by the resolution
bandwidth (RBW). In this
Figure 2: Time domain and frequency domain displays. The
example, using the default
orange bar represents the spectrum time of the frequency
Kaiser FFT function (shapdomain display relative to the time domain measurements.
ing factor 2.23) and the
RBW of 11kHz, the specSummary
trum time is approximately 200us. Moving
When it comes to developing an
the spectrum bar across the time domain
Internet of Things product or device,
window allows the spectrum and measuresome sort of wireless capability a must.
ments to be taken at any time during
For many of the latest IoT projects,
the packet transmission. This acquisition
designers are turning to ZigBee as the
correlates just after turn-on of a radio
wireless technology of choice for its low
packet transmission.
power consumption and ability to join
vast mesh networks.
Simulated power supply
With the explosion of wireless in
failure
embedded and IoT designs comes the
need for new tools to test and troubleIn this example, a 1.5 ohm resistor is
shoot these designs. One such tool is the
placed in series with the module to simumixed-domain oscilloscope that provides
late the effect of a depleted battery. The
the ability see how a ZigBee design
current drawn by the module is only a few
performs in both the time and frequency
milliamps lower, but the voltage drop is
domains on a single instrument.
about 230 millivolts. Note that the output power is reduced by 1dB as measured
For more information on ZigBee testing
by the RF power measurement and there
modules from Tektronix Inc. go to
is a slight increase in the adjacent chanhttp://ept.hotims.com/56237-68
nel noise can be seen in the spectrum
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Best-in-class current-voltage analyzer supports
cutting-edge applications
Precision Current-Voltage Analyzer Series
(I-V) for characterizing a wide range of
nanomaterials and electronic devices, deliver best-in-class accuracy and performance,
powerful analysis features and support for
cutting-edge applications. Low-cost family
of analyzers provides accurate and efficient
current-voltage measurements that deliver
clear insight into the characteristics of
a wide range of materials and devices.
Products comprise the economic IV, precision IV and advanced device analyzers; all
of which integrate multi-channel source/
measurement units (SMUs). With the SMUs, the Series delivers accurate integrated source
and measurement capabilities that make it quicker and easier to obtain accurate IV characterization as compared to using more conventional power supplies, digital multimeters,
voltage/current meters, curve tracers and bench-top SMUs.
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-69

Circuit breakers protect against 24Vdc circuits
CBM range of circuit breakers protects against overload and short-circuit currents in 24
Vdc circuits. The nominal current of each channel can be adjusted individually in fine
increments between 0.5 and 10 A. The selected settings are locked electronically. This
prevents the risk of unintentional adjustment. Product’s integrated early warning system
ensures fewer failures. If 80% of the set nominal current of a channel is reached, a warning is indicated via the associated LED. Furthermore, the separate signal output can be
used for remote signalling and is also able to be remotely reset.
PHOENIX CONTACT
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-70
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High attenuation delivered in EMI suppression filters
BNX26-29 surface mount, LC combined-type EMI
suppression filters for the automotive, industrial
electronic equipment and healthcare applications
incorporate an exclusive circuit configuration that
combines capacitors and ferrite beads to achieve
superior frequency characteristics and improved
attenuation characteristics for highly effective
noise dampening. Devices cover a wide range of
frequencies, from the kilohertz to the gigahertz
bands. They are also compatible with large currents and high voltages.
MURATA

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-75

Solderless, press-fit terminal pin is multi-purpose
3622-0-32-15-00-00-03-0 terminal pin
is suitable for use in a variety of boardto-board and wire-to-board applications
and provides a compliant press-fit tail,
slotted head and an additional press-fit
feature on the barrel of the pin. Device
is a versatile solution for some popular
interconnect configurations, which can be
used individually or they can be packaged
in customer specified connector arrangements. Solderless press-fit tail allows the
pins to be staked into pcb holes and then have soldering operations performed on the
slotted end of the pin without compromising the connection to the board. The compliant
press-fit tail is designed to work with standard 1,02mm ±.0762mm plated-through-holes
and will provide a gas tight connection.
MILL-MAX
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-76

Pcb design tool collaborates seamlessly for
ECAD and MCAD
PCBWorks pcb design tool engineered specifically for
collaboration with mechanical designers in SOLIDWORKS
provides a collaboration process between electronic and
mechanical design teams. Product makes collaboration
between electrical and mechanical design teams a seamless
process, with linked design data between both environments. Designers can maintain their own distinct workflows
with support from the ECAD/MCAD collaboration server.
Lifecycles for components can now be separately managed in their respective design
environments.
ALTIUM

Isolation transceiver modules integrate
transceiver chip
Mornsun CAN/RS485/RS232 isolation transceiver modules integrate
the transceiver chip, isolation chip coupled with high efficiency dc-dc isolation power
supply, which greatly simplifies circuit layouts. Traditional transceiver can only receive
and dispatch signal, which requires external isolation chip/optocoupler and dc-dc isolation power supply to realize the signal isolation. Smaller size, lower power consumption,
stronger port protection and higher reliability enable devices to be used in automotive,
rail transportation, machinery, intelligent monitoring, smart meters etc.
WEISS
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-77

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-71

10A hi-rel power connector suits rugged
environments
M300 high-reliability connector system withstands the severe shock, vibration and temperature conditions experienced in rugged
environments. The durable power connector
family of high-density interconnects is based
on a 3mm pitch and handles currents up to
10A. Devices are able to withstand temperatures between -65C and +175C and are rated
for 1,000 mating cycles. Devices provide keyway polarization and identification of the no. 1 position for ease of mating. Jackscrews
are available for extra security.
HARWIN
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-72

Vacuum tweezer handles fragile components
Adjust-A-Vac vacuum tweezer handles very thin/delicate substrates, wafers, MEMS devices and other very
fragile components. To limit the force applied to a part,
device allows the operator to adjust the vacuum level
from 1-10” of mercury. An integrated 10 segment bargraph-display visibly shows the vacuum level present
during operation. The bar graph will show minimum
vacuum pressure until a part is grasped and then the
bar graph displays the vacuum level presented to the
part being handled. The vacuum port integrates a user
replaceable inlet filter to protect operation of the tool.
VIRTUAL INDUSTRIES
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-73

SMD rework stations deliver versatility
Den-On Instruments RD-500III model SMD rework
station is designed for large board sizes up to 500mm
x 600mm, while the more compact RD-500SIII model
can work with board sizes up to 400mm x 420mm.
Both models are versatile and can work with both
leaded and lead-free solder alloys. Both models also
utilize hot gas and IR heating for a wide array of
applications.
SEIKA MACHINERY

EP&T’s 2015 Series
of Regional High-Tech
Electronics Shows
LEARN more about products related to:

• Wearable Technology • Printable Electronics
• 3D Printing • Internet of Things • Test &
Measurement • Product Development/Manufacturing

PLAN to attend if you are an:

• Engineer • Designer • Technician • Purchaser •
Technical & Senior Management ... or are involved
with electronics

EPTECH Shows have thousands of
leading-edge products & services on display:
• Passives • Switches • Wire & Cable • ICs
• Electronic Components • Industrial Electronics
• Peripherals • Relays • Hardware • Tools
• CAE/CAD Systems • Semiconductors
• Connectors • Batteries • Sensors ... and many more

FREE Registration!
Free Parking!

Calgary • March 3
The Coast Plaza Hotel & Conference Centre
edmonton • March 5
Doubletree by Hilton
montreal/Pointe-Claire • April 14
Holiday Inn & Suites Pointe-Claire
markham • April 16 • 10am-4pm
Le Parc
vancouver/coquitlam • May 28
Hard Rock Casino Vancouver

saskatoon

• September 22 • 10am-4pm
Travelodge Saskatoon

winnipeg

• September 24 • 10am-4pm
Hilton Suites Winnipeg Airport

ottawa

• October 27 • 10am-4pm
Brookstreet Hotel

mississauga

• October 29 • 10am-4pm
Mississauga Convention Centre

Register Online at

www.ept.ca/eptech/
Technical Seminar Program information at:
www.ept.ca/eptech/seminars.aspx

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-74
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Wearable Tech & Sensors

Wearable electronics remains market’s hottest topic

Sensors drive wearable and
mobile healthcare electronic designs

Wearable electronics is one of the
consumer market’s hottest topics. Giants
like Apple, Samsung, Xiaomi, and Huawei
are now competing for a slice of a very
promising pie, according to a report from
Research and Markets.
Regarding the report’s analysis, Dublin,
Ireland-based Research and Markets estimates that the wearable industry will
reach 295-million units by 2020, with a
market value of $95-billion. Three markets will drive this impressive growth:
consumer, healthcare, and industrial.
Wearable technology is expected to be
part of the IoT revolution, bringing useful information directly to the user in a
more natural and friendly way than with
traditional electronic devices.
The report expects the consumer market, which is mostly comprised of fitness
bands and smart watches to grow faster
than the other two. The healthcare market, which covers devices like hearing
aids, blood pressure monitors, and back
monitor sensors, is expected to grow at a
lower rate, since this market has already
been growing for many years. Regarding
the industrial market, we expected slow,
steady growth through 2019, with a significant uptick commencing in 2020.

Large part of the healthcare
market will evolve
Until recently, wearable electronics
were often associated with the healthcare market - typically, bulky medical
devices with only a few features and
not optimized for ‘customer- friendly’
usage. Often times, these devices (i.e.
hearing aids and blood pressure monitors) perform a single task and are
solely dedicated to patient monitoring
and/or well-being. They are not smart
devices - their only mission is to accurately complete a single task. Research
and Markets believes that a large part
of the healthcare market will evolve in
association with the consumer market,
eventually blurring the lines between
healthcare and consumer devices. In fact,
the research firm think that the healthcare market will slowly merge with the
consumer one, resulting in personalized
medicine that involves self-monitoring
of one’s health with smart and reliable
devices. However, these kind of devices,
which require a highly accurate, highly
reliable tracking of biological signs in a
non-invasive fashion, are not expected
for another few years.
Three device types are expected to successfully reach the market: smartwatch,
smart glasses/HUD and smart clothing.
Smart glasses and HUD are expected to
hit the market with high volumes around
2019. Specific to the consumer market,
it’s evolved with two device types. The
first type are wrist-worn devices that target the healthcare and consumer markets.

Smart clothing will be wellsuited for industrial, military
It started many years ago, with wristworn devices from players like Polar,
Suunto, and Garmin, operating in a niche

Toronto-based InteraXon created the
Muse headpiece, a tool that provides
accurate, real-time feedback on
what’s happening in your brain when
you meditate. The device provides
motivational challenges and rewards
to encourage you to build a regular
practice.

market: sports. Another wave of smart
bands appeared in 2008, fueled by new
players like Fitbit and Jawbone; this
new generation mimics the smartphone
approach in that they use MEMS technologies to reduce size, increase performance
and decrease power consumption. These
smart devices were only able to track and
digitalize the body’s real-time activity via
an accelerometer, which delivered little
added value to the customer. Moreover,
some technical and reliability issues led
to a chaotic experience for the first batch
of customers.
Recently, a new tech wave occurred
three years ago with players like Samsung
and Pebble pushing the smartwatch market, but they failed to reach a mass
market due to a one-sided technological
approach. Apple, the latest entrant in
the wearable landscape with its Apple
watch, is expected to sell 16 to 20-million units this year, which would quadruple the total number of devices that
its competitors sold last year (4.7M units
in 2014). Why could the Apple watch
achieve success? The report reveals three
factors: mature technology, ecosystem,
and marketing.
Regarding the industrial market,
Research and Markets says that smart
glasses/HUD and smart clothing will be
well-suited for industrial and military
applications. Virtual reality HUD and
smart clothing will enhance workers’
and soldiers’ capabilities, increasing productivity and security. Such a market is
evaluated at around $4-billion by 2020.
Wearable is certainly a promising
industry – but who will profit? Wearable
electronics’ market value is likely to grow
from $22-billion in 2015 to more than
$90-billion by 2020, with a CAGR of 28%.
All these evolutions will probably lead to
a mass-market adoption, here we expect
more than 134M, smartwatches by 2020,
along with 1.3M smart glasses/HUD by
2018.

Sensors are now small enough
for pocket-sized devices
Today, the MEMS sensors industry has
acquired from the smartphone market
a strong experience in inertial sensors,
microphones and pressure or environmen-

Toronto-based OEM Bionym is the creator of a
wearable product called Nymi, a wristband that
measures heart rhythm. The device authenticates
someone's identity using their unique heart rhythm,
or electrocardiogram. It can connect to devices
like your smartphone, computer, doors, automobile
ignition, eliminating the need for passwords or keys.

tal sensors. Based on this experience, the
MEMS players have pushed the boundaries of performance and size. Sensors are
now small enough, reliable enough and
accurate enough to be included in a
pocket-sized device of only 9cm3, while
delivering a performance comparable to
a smartphone from 2013. These sensors
are the ones that we’ll find in our wearable devices until 2018. The integration
of biosensors (HRM, sweat sensor, skin
temperature) is more difficult due to lack
of experience, and technical challenges.
Moreover, battery limitation is pushing
the industry towards more optimization,
even on the hardware side, through either
packaging innovation or new designs with
lower power consumption.

Software is another area that’s acquiring value, with sensor fusion creating
smarter sensors. Such improvements have
led to sublime new features like context awareness or ‘always-on’ sensors,
which has increased device intelligence.
All these improvements will lead the
global sensors market for wearable from
112-million units in 2014, to 835-million
units by 2020, which is proof that this
market is still in its infancy.
More information on the report, titled
‘Sensors for Wearable Electronics &
Mobile Healthcare’ from Research
and Markets, can be found at http://
www.researchandmarkets.com/
research/5rgwbm/sensors_for

Ultra-miniature CMOS clock oscillator improves jitter
performance
ILSI America ISM16 series
clock oscillator with package dimensions of 1.6mm
X 1.2mm X 0.70mm provides improved phase jitter performance and wide
frequency range. The ultra-miniature device delivers accurate input frequency specifically where board space is at a premium and targeted towards IoT designs. Available in
ceramic SMD package size with four pads, device provides frequency range of 1.000mhz80.000mhz
CST-ARWIN
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-78

Tiny ceramic antenna suits all
wireless, wearable apps
Weii miniature ceramic antenna for all 2.4GHz,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Zigbee and ISM applications.
Designed specifically for the consumer, IoT and M2M
markets, device measures 1.00mm x 0.5mm x 0.5mm.
The omni-directional, SMD mounted dielectric antenna provides low dielectric losses and high isolation
and can be used to add wireless connectivity to any small electronic device. The efficient
device is powerful over indoor ranges and performs well when sited close to the human
body. Device easily integrates into all kinds of pcb designs and various ground plane
sizes. Product can simply be dropped into the design, using CAD footprint files which are
provided free of charge.
ANTENOVA
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-79
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Wearable electronics patents are growing over 40% annually
There have been 41,301 patents published on wearable electronics from 2010 through May 2015, and filings are growing at a 40% CAGR, according to a report from Boston-based Lux Research. However, there are gaps in the portfolio,
particularly with respect to flexible electronics, the report says.
Printed, flexible and organic electronics (PFOE) has been a hot area of research as well, totaling 140,926 patents since
2010 - but the overlap between PFOE patents and wearables patents is tiny, just 651 publications. Samsung is the largest
patent filer in both categories, accounting for 4% of all wearables patents and 10% of all PFOE patents.
“Flexible electronic components create the possibility of conformable,
adaptable and immersive wearable devices that can seamlessly fit into
everyday life,” says Tony Sun, Lux research analyst and lead author of the
‘Developers need to invest more
report titled, “Are Wearables the Killer Application for Flexible Electronics?
in flexible electronics to enable
Finding the Overlaps, Gaps and Leaders.”
commercial success’
“However, the lack of overlapping patents between PFOE and wearables
indicates a need and opportunity to develop and apply these technologies
specifically for wearable electronic devices,” he adds.
Lux Research analysts assessed patent filings for a variety of wearable technologies, besides scoring them on key
performance metrics. Among their findings:
• E-paper among ‘overlooked’ technologies. E-paper displays, conductive inks, and thin-film batteries fall into the ‘overlooked’ category as technologies that have a strong fit to wearables but haven’t seen much innovation focus on wearable
electronics applications.
• Consumer communication, health and fitness see the most activity. By end application, 11% of global wearable patents
are for consumer communications applications such as entertainment, device control, and smartphone replacements.
Health monitoring/athletics are close behind at 10% - but account for a full 25% of Samsung’s filings.
• Samsung has unique focus. Compared with global data, Samsung also has a greater focus on arm/hand (35%) and head/
neck (28%) form factors, reflecting its smartwatch and virtual reality (VR) headgear products. Also, 53% of its wearable
patents are relevant to user output components, such as displays and speakers.

Consumer IMU provides pitch, roll and yaw specs
FIS1100 6-axis MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
integrates a proprietary AttitudeEngine motion processor
with best-in-class 9-axis sensor fusion algorithms to provide
designers with an easy to implement, system-level solution
with up to 10 times lower processing power consumption in a
wide range of motion enabled, battery-powered applications.
The low power, highly accurate system solution provides the
always-on sensor technology required for a range of application such as wearable sensors for sports, fitness, and health;
pedestrian navigation; autonomous robots; and virtual and
augmented reality.
FAIRCHILD

Neuroscientists in Toronto have shown that crowdsourcing brain research to hundreds
of participants in a short period of time could be a new frontier in neuroscience and
lead to new insights about the brain.
Dr. Natasha Kovacevic of Baycrest Health Sciences’ Rotman Research Institute is the
lead author of a scientific paper on the crowdsourcing experiment – “My Virtual Dream:
Collective Neurofeedback in an Immersive Art Environment” – published in the online
journal PLOS ONE.
The researchers used the Muse wireless electroencephalography (EEG) headband to
collect brain data from more than 500 adults at a major arts event in Toronto. Baycrest,
in collaboration with the University of Toronto and industry partners, created a largescale art/science installation called My Virtual Dream, which housed the experiment.
Festival-goers wore the Muse headband and participated in a brief collective neurofeedback experience in groups of 20 inside a 60-foot geodesic dome. A total of 523
adults (209 males, 314 females), ranging
in age from 18 to 89, contributed their
With Muse, we can now use
EEG brain data for the study. The parproven EEG technology in a way
ticipants played a collective neurofeedback game where they were required to
that allows hundreds or even
manipulate their mental states of relaxthousands of people to participate
ation and concentration. The neurofeedback training lasted 6.5 minutes, which
in brain research
is much shorter than typical neurofeedback training experiments. The group’s
collective EEG signals were used to control lighting and imagery inside the exhibit.
Muse is a clinical grade, smartphone-linked, EEG headband that helps individuals
learn meditation, improve their attention, and manage stress by providing direct,
real-time insights into their brains. Developed by Toronto-based InteraXon, is used by
researchers and clinicians in universities and hospitals around the world.
“Human brain research has always been very hard to do at large scales. It’s usually
done in a lab, one person at a time. With Muse, we can now use proven EEG technology in a way that allows hundreds or even thousands of people to participate in brain
research, both inside and outside the lab,” said Dr. Graeme Moffat, a neuroscientist with
Muse. “This will open doors to new insights and new interventions for brain health.
We’re witnessing the dawn of pervasive neurotechnology for healthier brains.”
Studying the human brain in a social and multi-sensory environment is closer to real
life and may help scientists to approach questions of complex real-life cognition in ways
not previously possible.
“What we’ve done is taken the lab to the public,” said Dr. Kovacevic. “We collaborated
with multi-media artists, made this experiment incredibly engaging, attracted highly
motivated subjects which is not easy to do in the traditional lab setting, and collected
useful scientific data from their experience.”
The massive amount of EEG data collected in one night yielded an interesting and
statistically relevant finding: that subtle brain activity changes were taking place
within approximately one minute of starting the neurofeedback learning exercise; an
unprecedented speed of neural learning, adaptation, and control that has not been
demonstrated before.
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Supercapacitors support design of wearable,
connected IoT devices
Thinline series of single-cell supercapacitors measure 0.6mm thick
addressing the size, weight and cost challenges of designing thin,
sometimes disposable IoT and wearable devices. Firm has increased the
power and energy density in its electrode materials to deliver equivalent performance in about half the volume, and eliminated the folded
edges and copper terminals that contribute to thickness. CAP-XX supercapacitors benefit from a unique nanotechnology construction that
stores electrical charge in engineered carbon electrodes on aluminium
foil, to minimize resistance and maximize capacitance.
CAP-XX
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-81

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-80

‘Wearable for the mind’ – new era of brain research
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product source feature product source feature product source feature
6kW to 8kW Helical Wound
Planar Transformers

High-current PCB Terminal Block for
Power Electronics

MPS Industries continues to
expand our flat wire, helical wound
transformer offerings as alternatives
to traditional planar transformers.
Our innovative line-up offers size and cost advantages
over traditional planar designs, as well as reduced cost and
lead-time for custom designs. Our newest helical wound
planar transformers cover power capacity from 6kW to
8kW in a compact size of 80mm x 64mm x 27mm, making
them ideal for a variety of high power applications. Contact
us for detailed information or to request a custom design.

Phoenix Contact’s new
MKDSP 95 PCB terminal
can transfer currents of
up to 200 A directly to the
PCB. The terminal accepts
conductors with a crosssection of up to 6-3/0 AWG
at voltages up to 600 V.

Epoxies for the Assembly
of Electronic Devices

Download
our catalog on
electronic adhesives

MPS Industries
http://www.mpsind.com

+1.201.343.8983 • main@masterbond.com
www.masterbond.com

Contact email: sales@mpsind.com

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-20

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-17

phoenix contact
www.phoenixcontact.ca
Tel: 800-890-2820 • cdinfo@phoenixcontact.ca
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-23

New Ka Shield Rack Cabinet Blocks Signals
Up To 40 GHz For Positive EMI/RFI Protection
NEW Temperature Stable
Solder Paste

Equipto Electronics New "Ka Shield"
Rack Enclosure far exceeds the
toughest standard for EMI/RFI defense,
with performance certified to 40GHz...
TEMPEST requirement NSA 94-106;
Custom sized; Front, rear or combination front/rear doors or panels; Line
filters/wave guides; Honeycomb air
filters • Many options; RoHS Compliant.
EQUIPTO ELECTRONICS
www.equiptoelec.com
Tel: 800.204.RACK (7225) • sales@equiptoelec.com
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-21

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-18

LCR Research : LCR Elite1

Lens Assemblies
For Any Application

LCR Elite1 is a portable LCR meter
with unique mechanical and
electronic design. It integrates a
pair of tweezers like probes and
a digital multimeter into one
compact, lightweight, battery
powered
device.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High-Res Lenses, UV Quartz Lenses
Medical Imaging Lenses
CCD/CMOS and CCTV Lenses
Diode Laser & Image/Barcode Lenses
Lens Mounts, Filters and Accessories
Photographic Lenses, Microscope Objectives & Eyepieces
Your Custom Lens, From Prototype to Production

PRODUCT SPECS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE
1000s of Lens Sizes in Stock. Most Lenses Ship Same Day.

GAP Wireless
www.gapwireless.com
Tel: 855.826.3781 • info@gapwireless.com
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-19

SINCE
1949

UniverseOptics.com

1-516-624-2444
info@UniverseOptics.com

© 2015 Universe Kogaku (America) Inc.

Overvoltage protection modules suit control cabinet
wietap surge arrester modules for control cabinet main power supply protection (IEC Class
II, Category B) include modules rated for 150V, 275V, 320V, 385V, 440V and 600V; as well as
modules for sub-distribution (IEC Class III, Category A) rated for 30V and 150V. Devices for
photovoltaic systems are also available in 600Vdc and 1000Vdc versions and for grounded and
ungrounded systems. Modules provide a high discharge capacity by using an efficient zinc oxide
varistor and discharger combination. Products are also vibration- and shock-tested according
to EN 60068-2.
WIELAND ELECTRIC
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-82

Low profile, high density interposers
deliver design flexibility
Z-Ray one piece arrays are ultra-low profile, high density and highly
customizable. The compression contact arrays are used as interposers or
as board level interconnects. Compared to standard interposers, devices
provide improved density, X-Y-Z axes flexibility, customizable shapes
and patterns, increased cycle life, low normal force with high deflection
range and 28+ Gbps performance. The 1mm pitch arrays (ZA1 Series)
expand the Z-Ray interposers product line with the choice of dual compression contacts or single compression with solder balls.
SAMTEC
http://ept.hotims.com/56237-83
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printing
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reflow

All marks used above are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Henkel and its aﬃliates
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Be sure to check out
the latest product
information in the
digital version of
Product Source ...

Current new
technology delivered to
your desktop!

Watch for it on
Tuesdays!
For more information contact: info@ept.ca

http://ept.hotims.com/56237-22
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LOCTITE GC 10™ –
The Game Changer
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Touch. Discover. Solve.

Oscilloscopes redened.
We’ve improved on the proven. The new Keysight 3000T
oscilloscope is the next-generation of the InfiniiVision
X-Series. With its zone touch triggering, you can trigger
on any signal in just two steps. So you can isolate a signal
in seconds—much faster than with any competing scope.
The 3000T is also a 6-in-1 instrument. Along with your
oscilloscope, you can get an MSO, WaveGen function
generator, protocol analyzer, DVM and counter. Get in touch
with the future of scopes. Take the Trigger Challenge today.

Models

Keysight 3000T X-Series*

Leading Competitor**

Bandwidth

100 MHz-1 GHz

100 MHz-1 GHz

Update Rate

Uncompromised 1M wfms/s Up to 280K wfms/s

Touch Screen

8.5-inch Capacitive

No

Zone Touch
Triggering

Yes

No

Sample Rate

5 GSa/s

2.5 GSa/s (>= 500 MHz)
5 GSa/s (1 GHz)

Take the Trigger Challenge
and enter to win a free 3000T at:
www.newark.com/Keysight_Scopes
Buy from an Authorized Distributor 800 463 9275
© Keysight Technologies, Inc. 2015. † Value in USD. See website for full details.
* Refer to Keysight document 5992-0140EN for product specs, and 5989-7885EN for update rate measurements.
** Competitive oscilloscopes are from Tektronix publication 48W-30020-3
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